
Christine Calow 
Unique silkscreen prints exploring colour, shape and texture, inspired by the vibrant colours 
of India. I am fascinated by the ways in which colour can be used to define pictorial depth, to 
create mood and evoke emotion. 
www.instagram.com/christinecalowartist 

Kanwal Dhaliwal 
I am observing the evolutionary transformation of living styles from rural, closer to nature to 
urban, dependent on artificially created environments. The urge for life in constantly 
changing circumstances is also expressed in the series- Life Goes On.  
www.kanwaldhaliwal.com 

Heidi Ferid 
I respond to nature with a combination of observation and imagination. Colour is used as a 
vivid medium contributing to the communication of feelings and ideas. My concern for 
protection of our environment informs my work. 
www.heidiferid.co.uk 

Larina Fernandes 
These screen grabs of damaged and degraded video have been transformed from being mere 
glitches to beautiful and enigmatic images that demand to be seen differently while struggling 
to retain their inherent coding. They challenge the viewer to make that connection between 
the original video and the new pixelated image. 
www.larinafernandes.co.uk 

Geraldo Frazão 
Geraldo works with mix media, combining the medium of phototransfer, photography, digital 
print, and painting to translate his feelings about the solitude of the soul. His paintings explore 
his thoughts about the sublime melancholic self-moment which are open to interpretation by 
the viewer/audience. 
https://www.instagram.com/geraldo_frazao 

      

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 



Jean Mosaico 
Jean Marcos is a self-taught Brazilian mosaic artist dedicated to transforming stone 
fragments, such as marble and molded granites, semi-precious stones, pebbles, glass inserts 
and other materials, into the most diverse forms. His themes are often based on the 
miscegenation of races, legends, religious icons, rites, and national symbols.  
https://www.instagram.com/jeanmosaico 

Kevin Rowe 
Kevin Rowe works in a range of analogue and digital media exploring Machine Life; the 
condition distinct to our species. The worlds of history, now, and all possible futures, the 
global machine, environmental impact; the Anthropocene. 
https://www.instagram.com/inkyfilm 

Marianne Moore 
Marianne is a fine artist who paints deeply textured, abstract works. Using sculpted oil on 
canvas, each painting comes out of need or compulsion, reflecting where she is emotionally 
at that time. Using layering and moulding to create height, and furious scratching with a 
pallet knife to keep the paint moving, her works are active and vibrant, appearing to rip out of 
the canvas. 
https://www.instagram.com/theartofmaz 

Linda Simmonds 
I combine painting with printmaking, in particular, silkscreen, collagraph and monoprint. 
Occasionally, I explore 3D structures using paper, wax, twine and plaster. I am interested in 
the decline of memory; the ebbing ability to recall the minutiae of every day life and/or past 
events. This condition may lead to a disjointed and fragmented state of mind in which order is 
sought out of chaos and distress. 
https://lindasimmonds.weebly.com 

João Trindade 
I want to meditate into futuristic cityscapes, geometric shapes and contrasting colours. All 
blurs into abstraction, balance, order and chaos. The works inundate the viewer with 
information, leaving a very personal and unique impression. 
https://www.instagram.com/criativojoao 

Martini Yoganini 
I'm an American artist shifting homes between NYC and London. I like to work with 
watercolours, alcohol inks, fountain pens, and all sorts of materials and media. 
www.facebook.com/Martiniyoganini 

Alison Lam 
Alison Lam sees the potential for beauty in what others might believe to be ‘unwanted’ or 
‘useless’. Her material choices - the unpredictability of molten metal and the element of 
chance that comes with creating ceramics - mirror the life she and many of us live: one that 
can be of uncertainty, flux, and change.  
https://www.instagram.com/alisonlamart 

www.espaciogallery.com / @espaciogallery 
 

 

      
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

http://www.espaciogallery.com/

